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Purpose and Description
Briefly describe the purpose of this plan (Select from Schoolwide Program, Comprehensive Support
and Improvement, Targeted Support and Improvement, or Additional Targeted Support and
Improvement)
X Schoolwide

Program
The program and the following plan are designed to meet the needs of students aged sixteen and
older who have not graduated from high school, are not exempt from compulsory school
attendance, and deemed at risk of not completing their schooling. Students enrolled in
continuation education programs are often credit deficient. Others need a flexible educational
environment because they are employed or engaged in family obligations.

Briefly describe the school’s plan for effectively meeting the ESSA requirements in alignment with the
Local Control and Accountability Plan and other federal, state, and local programs.
Outcomes include dropout prevention, recovery of out-of-school youth, increased student retention,
increased graduation rates for students at risk of failure of completing high school, learning gains for
students that are significantly behind in credits, educational services and support for foster youth,
diversion from the criminal justice system, support for pregnant and parenting students, and other
services that derive from a supportive educational environment.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Components
Data Analysis
Please refer to the School and Student Performance Data section where an analysis is provided.

Surveys
This section provides a description of surveys (i.e., Student, Parent, Teacher) used during the schoolyear, and a summary of results from the survey(s).
We conduct a number of surveys throughout the year, with the target audience including students,
parents, and staff. The most recent and comprehensive survey includes a survey administered in
January of 2020 to all stakeholders. The survey asked questions related to academic expectations
held by the school, learning experiences created in the classroom for students, student-staff
relationships and school culture. These survey results will be analyzed by staff, with staff identifying
school strengths, areas of challenge, and possible implications for next steps or actions. The same
survey will be conducted in January 2021.
As a result of collecting this perception data from stakeholders in January 2019, a brief summary is
provided:
Strengths: Students report feeling safe and cared for while at Adelante, and feel they are treated
fairly by staff regardless of gender or ethnicity. Majority of students report that they like the school
and the small setting provided by the campus. They view the technology access as a strength along
with the teachers' ability to get to know their students beyond academics. Similarly, staff report
positive attitudes for the school and students and feel there exists opportunity for professional
development. Parents indicate they appreciate the positive reinforcement emphasized by the school
and supervision of students.
Challenges: Students report not feeling challenged by the curriculum or learning experiences and
see a lack of relevance to what they will need to know and be able to do after high school. Students
communicate a need for stronger LGBTQ+ supports on campus and female students report feeling
less accepted by their peers on campus than male students. Parents would like more ways to be
involved with the campus and acknowledge the negative public perception the school holds within
the Roseville community. This sentiment is echoed by staff as well. Similar to students, some staff
report that the expected quality of work by students was/is too low and could be raised. Staff also
feel that bullying and student drug issues challenge the campus and classroom environments.
Implications: There exists a continued need to address the negative public perception of Adelante
within the Roseville community. All stakeholders acknowledged this challenge and the need to raise
awareness about the school's mission, vision, and supports for struggling learners in partnership
with the District's leadership. Additionally, students and staff raised the need for Adelante to increase
the rigor and learning expectations for student learning, be that in the form of providing students with
more choice in demonstrating learning or having more relevant learning experiences that translate to
life after high school. This aligned with an expressed need for more "student-centered" learning.
Efforts to address these strengths and implications are represented in the three goals outlined in this
document.
Our second survey is given over the course of the school year, asking parents about their level of
satisfaction with communication from school to home. Results from these surveys consistently report
that parents are interested in their student attending field trips that assist their student in exploring
post-graduation opportunities, be that to community colleges, universities, or career & technical
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institutes. Parents and Guardians may also provide the District with information regarding how
LCAP monies are spent by taking several surveys throughout the year. These surveys are sent
home electronically, posted on the school and District websites, and for Adelante's population,
mailed home.
Several more surveys are administered, including the California Healthy Kids Survey, in order to
gather student voice to assist in guiding staff in decision making around implementing the District
initiative of PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention Supports) and to elicit student input in master
schedule course offerings. Student voice is further captured regarding school activities and events,
PBIS incentives, and career interest surveys completed in preparation for the annual Career Fair.
Of serious note are the results from the California Healthy Kids survey administered in December
2019. Results show a high percentage of Adelante students having engaged in drug or alcohol use
as well as high percentage of students reporting feelings of depression.

Classroom Observations
This section provides a description of types and frequency of classroom observations conducted during
the school-year and a summary of findings.
Probationary teachers experience two full observation cycles characterized by teachers meeting with
the principal to establish professional goals aligned with the California Standards for the Teaching
Profession. Additionally, teachers submit unit and lesson plans to the principal prior to formal
observations. These observations are then followed up with observation debrief meetings,
concluding with an interim and a final evaluation. Tenured teachers complete this cycle as well, but
only once during the school year as opposed to twice. Additional formal observations are conducted
as needed.
The principal conducts weekly walk-throughs and these are tracked using a Google form, permitting
the principal to see which classes are visited most heavily and how frequently students are exposed
to learning goals that contain content and product. Walk-through feedback is shared with the
teacher visited. Based on the walk-through data, professional development is designed to address
the increased need for teachers to post learning goals, as well as increase the explicit modeling of a
required learning task for their students (academic or behavioral). These findings align with the need
for more professional development around language production scaffolding techniques to close the
academic language gap that exists for many Adelante students. As a result of classroom
observations and student learning data, the need for a whole school literacy initiative in the area of
academic language and writing is needed. This focus provides our students with the support they
need to acquire speaking skills to effectively communicate in the workplace, in healthy relationships,
and in academic settings.
Similarly, as a result of classroom observations and student behavior, coaching support is provided
in direct instruction and providing students with specific and timely praise aligned with PBIS tenets.
A cohort of teachers then engage in peer observation with the support of the coach, modeling the
coaching support after the GRR design. A reboot of PBIS and positive classroom management
strategies/trauma informed practices is in order as well as continued training in effectively running
community circles as part of Restorative Practices.
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Analysis of Current Instructional Program
The following statements are derived from the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of
1965 and Essential Program Components (EPCs). In conjunction with the needs assessments, these
categories may be used to discuss and develop critical findings that characterize current instructional
practice for numerically significant subgroups as well as individual students who are:
•
•
•

Not meeting performance goals
Meeting performance goals
Exceeding performance goals

Discussion of each of these statements should result in succinct and focused findings based on
verifiable facts. Avoid vague or general descriptions. Each successive school plan should examine the
status of these findings and note progress made. Special consideration should be given to any
practices, policies, or procedures found to be noncompliant through ongoing monitoring of categorical
programs.
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Standards, Assessment, and Accountability
Use of state and local assessments to modify instruction and improve student achievement (ESEA)
California Assessment for Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) and the Language
Proficiency Assessment Committee (LPAC) serve as the main summative assessments to mark
student achievement at Adelante. Other assessments include the California High School Proficiency
Exam (CHSPE) for those students that choose to take this end of high school test. Closer
examination of student performance levels in Math and English on the California Assessment for
Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) assessment must occur, particularly in the area of
assessment strands. In both Math and ELA It is our goal to move more of our students beyond
scoring "below standard". All strands on the math assessment reflect a need for dire attention to
how we address basic numeracy and problem-solving skills in math classrooms for our students.
The pervasive low proficiency levels in all strands of the math assessment also raises the question
of math confidence for our students, given that 100% of our students enrolled at Adelante have
failed multiple math classes before arriving as juniors and seniors.
In English Language Arts we push to increase the number of students receiving a 3, "standard met"
on the assessment, making the student eligible to enter directly into college-ready English courses
with no remediation needed. With the majority of our students scoring "below standard" in all
strands on the CAASPP Math and ELA assessments, our teams are provided with few areas of
prioritization regardless of the demographics of student test takers. For example, 90% of our
students require math support in all math strands. English finds our students slightly more
successful, with 4% of our students last year scoring an overall "standard met". As a result of the
majority of student performing below standard on the CAASPP, it becomes imperative that, course
by course, teachers establish essential learning outcomes and assessments aligned to these
outcomes. Analysis of these results in turn drives the instruction and the discussion of what
constitutes "good enough" as related to assignment of grades.
As a result of the majority of our students "below standard" in writing, our English teachers have
created quarterly writing benchmarks aligned with our school's focus and argumentation skills.
Adelante ceased administering the District Common Assessment in English in the 2019-20120
school year as it did not align with the quarter system nor did it align with instruction. Data is
collected for each administration of the assessment and reported out to staff via the PLT showcase
at the end of each semester. The next step is to align instruction with these target assessments.
Monies have been encumbered to support this work.
With regards to addressing the low writing proficiency for students, Credit Recovery courses in
Social Science and English now require writing to be able to recover credits. Passing credit
recovery courses via multiple choice assessments only is no longer an option as of the 2019-20120
school year.
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Use of data to monitor student progress on curriculum-embedded assessments and modify instruction
(EPC)
As mentioned above, summative and benchmark assessments designed by each of the District's
content specific advisory teams are administered to students when applicable. As these
assessments are in the development or revision stage, the results of these assessments at this time
provide only a snapshot of student achievement, and, consequently, may not be used for
longitudinal analysis. Adelante site Professional Learning Teams (PLTs) work to develop,
administer, and analyze common formative assessments (for learning) and summative assessments
(of learning). These assessments serve as the primary curriculum-embedded assessments used to
modify instruction. Teachers review and sometimes formally present the results of these
assessments ito all staff in PLT showcases at the end of each semester. These presentations are
tied to the PLT’s articulated SMART goals written Quarter 1. This practice is in response to the need
to articulate and be intentional with what we want students to know and be able to do as well as a
response to a need to be more data informed in our site instructional approach in general. Analysis
of PLT meeting minutes and grade reports revealed a need for teachers and PLTs to become more
normed in effective grading practices and using data to inform instruction. With feedback from
administration, teachers are asked to reflect on grade distribution at the end of quarter. .
In an effort to gain access to student data regarding literacy skills, Adelante purchased NewsELA
Pro, a web-based platform that permits teachers to assign reading to students at various reading
levels, assign quizzes, and have students annotate articles. We are in the second year of piloting
the resource and have administered benchmark testing to all students; however, implementation
monitoring reveals a need to recommit to this learning resource as it is not being used with fidelity
and/or new teachers have not been on-boarded to the learning tool.
As a result of the majority of our students "below standard" in writing, our English teachers have
created quarterly writing benchmarks aligned with our school's focus on argumentation skills.
Adelante ceased administering the District Common Assessment in English as it did not align with
Adelante's quarter system nor did it align with instruction. Currently, data is collected for each
administration of the assessment and reported out to staff via the PLT showcase at the end of each
semester. The next step is to align instruction with these target assessments.
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Staffing and Professional Development
Status of meeting requirements for highly qualified staff (ESEA)
9 of 11 teachers at Adelante meet highly qualified status. Both teachers not meeting highly qualified
status actively seek to become highly qualified by the 2020-2021 school year. Supported by the
District, Adelante experiences a minimum-day schedule each Monday in order to implement the
research-based Professional Learning Community (PLC) model to guide student learning and
achievement. Staff meetings occur from 12:40 PM - 1:40 PM each Monday followed by teachers
meeting by content area to align curriculum, create common lessons and assessments, analyze
student results on these assessment, and plan intervention or extension activities based on student
assessment results. Adelante teachers participate in a PLT showcase at the end of each semester,
sharing with their colleagues and administration an example standard, assessment, and intervention
the PLT addressed with students. PLT's report out what worked well with their implementation as
well as next steps the team must take to better meet the needs of students. Teachers belonging to
a singleton discipline on campus, such as science, art, and physical education, may visit a PLT at
Roseville High School in order to participate in a collaborative process and gather new curriculum
and assessment ideas. Teams produce weekly PLT minutes which are reviewed and commented
on by administration.
The focus of District Professional Days this school year as well as the focus of multiple staff
meetings has been that of Continuous School Improvement (CSI). A CSI School Team comprised
of three teachers, two administrators, and once counselor meet regularly to plan learning
experiences for staff around using data to intentionally plan and prioritize action steps for school
improvement. Training on data analysis occurs alongside training on effective protocols and
procedures to use with this type of work in order to leverage as much stakeholder participation as
possible.
Sufficiency of credentialed teachers and teacher professional development (e.g., access to instructional
materials training on SBE-adopted instructional materials) (EPC)
Teachers attend ongoing professional development sponsored by the school district and school site.
Some highlights this year include one teacher and our assistant principal attending the National
Equity Project retreat. This teacher, along with both administrators, participated concurrently in a
National Equity Project cohort throughout the year, resulting in staff meetings reflecting agendas and
experiences that focus on equity of voice among staff.
As the District engages in textbook review and adoption processes, representation from Adelante is
included. Of note during the 2019-2020 school year, is one Social Science teacher's participation
with the Economics textbook adoption as well as exploration of the learning platform of Edgenuity.
Training accompanies both of these endeavors.
In Math, two Adelante teachers participate in the in-depth training linked with the District Math
Curriculum Renewal Team. One math teacher and one teacher of Special education attend
trainings with content experts such as Katie Novak and Jo Boalar in an effort to study instructional
practices that will most effectively align with our student needs.
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Alignment of staff development to content standards, assessed student performance, and professional
needs (ESEA)
Based on student achievement, classroom observations, and WASC recommendations,
administration, with the feedback of School Site Council, develops school goals and, therefore,
areas of need for professional development. Much of the teachers' and administrators' work this
school year has been around the tenets set forth in PLCs - establishing essential learning outcomes
for students in Math, English, and Social Science in order to provide targeted instruction for
struggling students and respond to our high "F" rate percentages. This work dovetails with the site
professional development in Continuous School Improvement (CSI). Three teachers, school
administration, and our school site counselor meet regularly to plan and implement the work of this
initiative with all staff. CSI training focuses on how schools and districts may collect valid perception
data from all stakeholders and how, in turn, to analyze student demographic data, student learning
data, and stakeholder perception data in order to create targeted and intentional district and school
action plans that respond to student needs. This professional development includes training on
protocols to use to increase stakeholder participation in the CSI process. This work and training will
continue into future school years.
Related to math and connected with our needs assessment, two of our teachers (Math and Special
Education) joined the district's Curriculum Renewal Team that will continue through the 2019-2020
school year and possibly into 2020-2021. This team participates in quality professional development
with content and instructional experts such as Jo Boaler and Katie Novak, examining research
based instructional practices that align with the needs that our students demonstrate in math.
Additionally, our science teacher and teacher of Special Education also worked with Katie Novak,
planning a lesson using the principles of Universal Design Learning (UDL) and receiving feedback
from Katie Novak’s classroom visits. To support this work, science and math teachers worked with a
classroom management coach, Dolores Cook, to increase the efficacy of lesson delivery and
response to student behavior that supports the student and the overall learning community within the
classroom. Training focused on effectively using the “Ripple Effect”, intentionally providing specific
praise and feedback to students regarding behavior and academic performance, teaching to a
learning performance task, and more.
In order to address student engagement and school climate as set forth by the priorities of LCAP
and in response for the need to reduce suspensions as a means of increasing student academic
success, two additional teachers attended training on Restorative Circles. Furthermore, a team of
staff attended the PBIS Trauma Informed sessions over the course of the year. These trainings will
serve as a foundation for broader implementation of community circles and relationship building
activities in the 2020-2021 school year.
Teachers, administrators, and counselors attend district sponsored professional development for
specific content areas. Teachers have also attended many social/emotional training sessions this
year related to mindfulness. Some of the sessions have addressed how to work with students that
experience anxiety, conduct disorder, ADHD, and other mental health challenges. These trainings
came in response to the California Healthy Kids survey results from the previous school year and
the data on hand related to students visiting the school site's Wellness Center.
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Ongoing instructional assistance and support for teachers (e.g., use of content experts and instructional
coaches) (EPC)
Instructional support comes in the form of BTSA support providers for our teachers new to the
profession, mini-trainings with the district technology advisors for all staff, and ongoing pedagogical
training by the district professional development team. The ELD teacher on campus benefits from
multiple days each year focused on refining ELD benchmark assessments and curriculum pacing,
and most recently UDL training around lesson design. School Site Council approved monies to
support teacher peer observation on and off school site as well as one-on-one coaching for two
teachers in the area of direct instruction and classroom management. This coaching then extended
to peer observation with formal debriefs. We desire to support this type of professional development
moving forward.
Teacher collaboration by grade level (kindergarten through grade eight [K–8]) and department (grades
nine through twelve) (EPC)
Teacher collaboration occurs each Monday from 1:45-3:00 PM. Teachers meet by core subject
area, with some groups working on multiple subjects: English, Social Science, Math, and Science.
Our Art and Physical Education teachers divide their collaboration time, sometimes meeting together
and sometimes visiting their counterparts at Roseville High School. Furthermore, two teachers from
our English department received additional pay to refine the ELA scope and sequence documents,
updating lessons and assessments, with a focus on incorporating more options for student voice in
assessments. As mentioned above, each semester culminates with a PLT showcase where PLTs
present to colleagues a snapshot of their work for the semester in implementing the PLC model in
the name of student achievement. Course Leads submit weekly meeting minutes to administration
via Google-docs and administration reviews and comments on PLTs' progress or challenges.
Administration attends PLT meetings and provides teams with feedback based on rubrics for PLT
work set forth by Rick DuFour, one of the developers of PLCs.

Teaching and Learning
Alignment of curriculum, instruction, and materials to content and performance standards (ESEA)
District adopted textbooks and curriculum, and essential learning outcomes derived from the CCSS
in all core areas, will be aligned (as they are written) with district assessments in the form of the
District Common Assessments (DCA), and EDGE benchmarks and curriculum present in our ELD
classes. These assessments have transitioned from being primarily multiple choice tests to now
having students answer short constructed response questions and write essays synthesizing
information from multiple sources - both of which are skills and testing formats reflected by the
CAASPP assessment students face in spring. As stated in the previous sections, this school year,
our English teachers received an hourly wage to create, publish, and implement a quarterly writing
benchmark assessment for all English students as a means to respond to the "below standard"
assessment results in the writing strand of the state assessment. This work further aligns with our
school mission of providing transferable skills to our students, resulting in argumentative writing
serving as a cross-disciplinary focus based on our school needs assessment.
Adherence to recommended instructional minutes for reading/language arts and mathematics (K–8)
(EPC)
Instructional minutes meet continuation school requirements as evidenced through annual audits of
school calendars and bell schedules. Continuation high schools must provide minimum 180 minute
morning and 180 minute afternoon sessions as outlined by the California Department of Education.
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Lesson pacing schedule (K–8) and master schedule flexibility for sufficient numbers of intervention
courses (EPC)
Teachers, PLTs, and district content committees meet to determine and implement essential
learning outcomes derived from the CCSS. District assessments are aligned with these ELOs and
the results of these assessments assist in determining intervention courses. Adelante embeds an
IM I and IM II support course first semester in the master schedule as a result of student need. This
is in addition to a school-wide 4th period intervention course for all students. This 4th period
intervention may be used for credit recovery or for academic support. Based on grade analysis,
credit deficiency, and low student performance on the CAASPP, after school tutoring occurs three
days each week and is run by administration and/or Academic Tutor. Lastly, Adelante has
designated one section in the limited master schedule of Personal Finance in order to provide an
intervention for those students that need/require more one-on-one support in passing this graduation
requirement.
Availability of standards-based instructional materials appropriate to all student groups (ESEA)
The District adopts only standards-based curriculum. All Integrated Math students use the district
adopted consumable math texts. Additionally, all ELD and Special Education teachers use the
EDGE series of textbooks, with ELD teachers following a scope and sequence that is in turn aligned
with benchmarks. Social Science and English teachers use the adopted textbooks for their subject
areas. Students are able to have textbooks in classrooms as well as at home. Additionally,
students have access to core subject curriculum via Blackboard, our District online learning platform,
and Google Classroom in Social Science, English, and Science classrooms on Adelante's campus .
Use of SBE-adopted and standards-aligned instructional materials, including intervention materials,
and for high school students, access to standards-aligned core courses (EPC)
The District adopts only standards-based instructional materials that are provided to every teacher
and student in the district.
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Opportunity and Equal Educational Access
Services provided by the regular program that enable underperforming students to meet standards
(ESEA)
Built-in credit recovery courses to the master schedule during 4th period ensure that students have
multiple opportunities to demonstrate proficiency in meeting standards. Students may concurrently
enroll at Independence High School and Roseville Adult School in order to retake a failed course or
to accelerate credits earned in order to meet their goal of graduation. With the graduation
requirement of Introduction to Personal Finance, one course has been built into the master schedule
during credit recovery time to support students that do not possess access to the internet or
technology outside of school, as well as to provide a means for staff to monitor and encourage
students to remain on track for graduation.
Additionally, an emphasis has been placed on addressing the social and emotional needs of
students. This year we continue to have a Mental Health Associate on campus, meeting individually
with students and running group sessions around student-identified needs: boys group, girls group,
grief counseling, anger management, etc. The school site staffs a bilingual EL Specialist/Intervention
Specialist; she creates individual learning plans for/with students, facilitates parent conferences, and
communicates student progress as related to the Language Proficiency Assessment Committee
(LPAC). She meets quarterly with students to revise graduation plans or to have students recommit
to the learning plans established at the beginning of the school year. Two administrators and the
Site Counselor implemented monthly academic and conduct parent conferences with students
identified via our MTSS Team.
Further support comes in the form of a newly hired part time School Nurse and a bilingual part-time
Student and Family Engagement Liaison. The school houses a small Infant Toddler center for
students with babies and small children. The school recently launched a club day to increase
student engagement. Clubs include: Bring Change 2 Mind Club, Interact Club, Video Game Club,
and two new clubs this spring - Fitness Club and a Newspaper Club. Two administrators and the
Site Counselor implemented monthly academic and conduct parent conferences with students
identified via our MTSS Team.
Lastly, we continue to strive to implement and fund a PBIS system in order to support all students
succeed academically and behaviorally. This looks like the use of an online PRIDE Pass bank
account for each student from which students may spend passes at the student store. This looks
like Weekly Pride Postcards sent home to families of students recognized weekly at staff meetings.
This looks like an annual PRIDE Celebration each May and we support two code switching
campaigns throughout the year in an effort to support this transferable skill. We create whole-school
lessons in response to student needs.
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Evidence-based educational practices to raise student achievement
To hone teacher skill in delivering direct instruction, this year's teachers continue to implement the
researched-based lesson design of Gradual Release of Responsibility which highlights the practice
of teachers explicitly modeling the task that they request students to complete, and then to gradually
release the students to achieve the task independently after appropriate support and guidance has
been provided. A commitment exists by the English and Social Science PLT to use the Frayer model
for academic vocabulary building. As increasing students' skills in effective argumentation is a
school-wide focus, the Social Science Department has increased their use of Document Based
Questions writing (DBQ) and Science has taken on Claim, Evidence, Reasoning writing. In the
coming year we plan to make these focused writing and thinking strategies a requirement in all
Credit Recovery courses in an effort to have students engage in more writing aligned with a need
presented by learning data.
District staff and administration keep current with the most up-to-date research-based education
practices to accelerate and enhance student achievement with a built-in focus this year on culturally
relevant teaching. All of Adelante's 4th period credit recovery courses use a blended-learning model
with students taking the course online while provided with on-ground teacher support. Furthermore,
as is stated above, a commitment to creating and implementing effective Professional Learning
Teams exists by administration and lead teachers.
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Parental Engagement
Resources available from family, school, district, and community to assist under-achieving students
(ESEA)
Adelante has built in two math support courses in the master schedule first semester, one for IM I
and one for IM II, in response to student achievement data. This is in partnership with running a 4th
period credit recovery for all students. Because mental health needs are an important component to
meeting student academic achievement, the district partners with Sacramento State to have social
work interns on campus who run student groups such as grief counseling, anger management, boys
group and more. Interns work on campus one to two school days each week. Continuing with the
presence from last year, Campus Life works with students on Wednesdays during lunch in
coordination with the Point Break assembly offered to the site each fall. The goal of these
groups/events is to build school climate and culture so that students feel safe and, therefore, more
responsive to receiving and seeking assistance on an academic and social/emotional level. One of
Adelante's biggest social/emotional supports lies with the site Mental Health Associate. She meets
weekly with a caseload of students.
Other events and supports offered to students include the annual Career Fair and Financial Reality
Fair, both sponsored by a partnership with Roseville City Leadership to educate students around
post-graduation opportunities and, thereby, assist with student engagement. Similarly, guest
speakers appear on campus speaking about a variety of topics and various field trips occur
throughout the school year, including field trips specifically for our students receiving Special
Education services.
The site has a full-time English Language Specialist/Intervention Counselor position to work with
struggling students and our English Language Learner families along with a new part-time position
of Student and Family Engagement Liaison. Because both these staff members are bilingual in
Spanish, notices home are translated for Spanish speaking parents, the site's largest EL population.
The site also benefits from the resources and presence of our Youth Service Officer, an officer that
meets with families and students as they face challenges with chronic absenteeism, truancy,
excessive tardiness, and concerns outside of the school day that negatively impact a student's
academic success at Adelante High School. Our YSO and administration conduct home visits for
students identified as possessing attendance challenges or that the school is unable to contact.
This position works closely with our new part-time School Nurse position who has brought a mobile
health van to our site for student and community use.
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Involvement of parents, community representatives, classroom teachers, other school personnel, and
students in secondary schools, in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of ConApp programs
(5 California Code of Regulations 3932)
Parents and community members attend our Open House Mixer, our site's WASC visitations, parent
conferences, meetings with the counselor, and evening parent sessions focused on topics such as
vaping, financial aid, parenting, and more. Homelink, a web based platform, permits students and
parents to access student grades, assignments, transcripts, and attendance from home. Adelante
continues to partner with Roseville Leadership, Destiny Community, Campus Life, and Stand Up
Placer in order to bring community resources to the students and families of Adelante.
The school's goals, safety plan, budget, in addition to small presentations, are shared at School Site
Council in both draft and finalized form. School goals and progress towards meeting those goals are
shared in monthly newsletters home. As a result of staff engaging in data analysis this year, new
school goals and mission work were created. The draft form was emailed to all parents and
students with a request to add feedback to the document. The school and district administer surveys
to parents, students, and staff, both certificated and classified in order to gather stakeholders'
insights on how to better plan and implement school programs and student supports.
Lastly, students hold all nominated office positions on School Site Council. Students are surveyed
at end of course in English, Math, Social Science, and Science courses, thereby providing feedback
on the effective implementation of school goals contained in this document.
Funding
Services provided by categorical funds that enable underperforming students to meet standards
(ESEA)
Title I funds have been spent to purchase instructional supports such as one-on-one coaching for
two teachers, professional development in classroom management and emotional intelligence,
supplies and materials in support of student learning and teacher extended pay to support lesson
design that aligns with our writing initiative. Funding will support our PBIS efforts in the form of
licenses and incentives for students to earn via the student store. In connection with our desire to
increase transferable skills for our students, funding is also approved to support CPR certification for
up to 20 students each year, thereby permitting students to have a concrete item to place on their
transcript.
To support parents, LCAP monies are used for postage to mail home progress and report cards,
newsletters, as well as send home weekly praise postcards aligned with our PBIS initiative. A large
portion of our site funding supports the identification, articulation and implementation of course
essential learning outcomes in order to support district goals for effective and highly performing
Professional Learning Teams (PLT).
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Fiscal support (EPC)
Resource allocation for meeting program and student needs is budgeted and aligned with the
District goals and the site's goals. Teachers are each allocated funds to spend for classroom
supplies, materials, and equipment. Additionally, professional development is supported on the
district level and at a site level. Adelante has been supported by the District this year with
technology purchases in the form of Chromebooks for all students, resulting in a 1:1 student to
Chromebook ratio.
The school site receives money through the district LCAP plans to support the needs of our
socioeconomically disadvantaged students as well as our ELL and foster youth students. This
support may come in the form of providing students with clothing, city bus passes, backpacks and or
instructional supports.

Stakeholder Involvement
How, when, and with whom did the school consult as part of the planning process for this
SPSA/Annual Review and Update?
Involvement Process for the SPSA and Annual Review and Update
We elicit feedback from stakeholders via surveys posted on our school's website, electronically
mailed to parents/guardians or provided in hard copy in the front office. We also administer parent
and guardian input at two Open House Mixer events that occur over the course of the year. Surveys
inquire as to what types of school funded field trips in which parents are interested in seeing their
students engage: cultural, academic, or post-graduate. Additionally, we make an effort to have
students hold all official offices on the School Site Council: Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary. This aligns
with our mission to provide students with transferable skills aligned with the "literate productive
citizen". Classified and certificated staff members attend weekly and monthly meetings where
progress toward our current school goals is shared as well as reflection on what supports are still
necessary to achieve identified goals. Similarly, both certificated and classified staff members find
representation at School Site Council meetings where goals for this plan are created, reviewed, and
approved.
Data related to student demographics is published in the beginning of the year at SSC as well as
published to staff in August. Who are our students? What are their needs? Newsletters go home to
parents eight times each year, emphasizing our school goals and sharing our progress in meeting
those goals (attendance in particular). We annually review as a staff our recommendations from the
Western Accreditation of Schools Committee (WASC). These recommendations are shared with
School Site Council and guide us in reviewing data related to student achievement, graduation rates,
attendance rates, and behavioral data - suspensions, expulsions, tardies.
During the 2019-2020 school year, staff engaged in the Continuous School Improvement process for
the first time. This process elicited feedback from all stakeholders in the form of comprehensive
surveys. Furthermore, staff analyzed student learning data, school process data, and student
demographic data as part of a comprehensive needs assessment that ultimately informed the
creation of the 2020-2021 school goals. The draft of these goals was shared with all parents and
students via email. These recommendations are shared with School Site Council and guide us in
reviewing data related to student achievement, graduation rates, attendance rates, and behavioral
data - suspensions, expulsions, tardies.
Lastly, we survey students to gather student voice. This may come in the form of the California
Healthy Kids Survey administered every other year, or the more frequent surveys we give to
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students about school events and more. We work to align our school goals with the district goals
which are aligned with the state's eight state priorities.

Resource Inequities
Briefly identify and describe any resource inequities identified as a result of the required needs
assessment, as applicable.
As a result of the California Healthy Kids Survey data, along with the daily data collection in place
this 2019-2020 school year, regarding the number of students requesting to see the Nurse or to go
home because they do not feel well, it is imperative that we provide our staff with support and
training in how to work with students of trauma. What are trauma informed practices? This need is
further supported by the number of student visits to the school Wellness Center, a large percentage
of our school population when compared to other sites within the district. One of our school goals
that will remain with us moving forward is that connected to decreasing chronic absenteeism. We
did not meet our goal of achieving an average daily attendance rate of 85% or more for the previous
school year. In addition to working on lowering student suspension numbers and supporting student
mental health needs in the Wellness Center, working with staff on how to support students coming
from trauma is a defined need, a daily need in the classroom setting. This could come in the form of
more explicit Restorative Practice training followed with implementation monitoring. District and Site
training are currently absent for this initiative in any systematic delivery.
Additionally, in order to move to a whole school literacy push focused on increasing students'
proficiency in writing specifically, funding should support whole school training and coaching related
to this need. Although pockets of growth have occurred across campus in the area of teaching
writing, in order to turn literacy efforts into something powerful, we need all staff sharing the same
approach and using similar language to speak about writing as they guide student sin their classes
through learning experiences that demand writing. The cost of such training and ongoing coaching
is currently beyond the school budget. A first step in closing this resource inequity comes in the
form of the District taking on a comprehensive training and implementation plan for introducing and
supporting teachers in the tenets of Universal Design Learning (UDL).
Lastly, there exists a need for transportation resources for students at the District Alternative Sites in
order for students to fully access Career & Technical Education opportunities.
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School and Student Performance Data
Student Enrollment
Enrollment By Student Group
Student Enrollment by Subgroup
Percent of Enrollment

Student Group

Number of Students

17-18

18-19

19-20

17-18

American Indian

0.92%

%

1.83%

1

African American

5.50%

4.9%

2.75%

6

Asian

%

1.96%

Filipino

%

Hispanic/Latino
Pacific Islander
White

18-19

19-20
2

5

3

2.75%

2

3

1.96%

0%

2

0

50.46%

40.2%

37.61%

41

41

%

%

0.92%

35.78%

46.08%

47.71%

%

%

5.5%

Multiple/No Response

55

1
39

47

52
1

Total Enrollment

109

102

109

Student Enrollment
Enrollment By Grade Level
Student Enrollment by Grade Level
Grade

Number of Students
17-18

18-19

19-20

Grade 10

3

1

1

Grade 11

31

34

38

Grade 12

75

67

70

Total Enrollment

109

102

109

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

The above numbers only reflect the number of students enrolled on CBEDs day in October. Based on the number
of students that enroll over the course of the year, 2018-2019 was comprised of 202 students. Total enrollment, not
just on CBEDS day, shows that enrollment has increased overall when compared to 2016-2019 total enrollment
numbers.

2.

Seniors comprise the largest portion of our student body. The above number designates seniors as both 4th and
5th year seniors.

3.

We remain steady with having few 10th grade students first semester. This low number of 10th grade students
present fall term is supported by the guidelines of California Department of Education for continuation schools,
stating that the continuation high school sites are encouraged to enroll students age 16-19 years of age. Our district
currently holds the practice of enrolling 10th graders second semester of their sophomore year which results in
some students being younger than 16,
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School and Student Performance Data
Student Enrollment
English Learner (EL) Enrollment
English Learner (EL) Enrollment
Student Group

Number of Students

Percent of Students

17-18

18-19

19-20

17-18

18-19

19-20

English Learners

8

7

8

7.3%

6.9%

7.3%

Fluent English Proficient (FEP)

13

14

16

11.9%

13.7%

14.7%

Reclassified Fluent English Proficient (RFEP)

6

0

2

54.5%

0.0%

28.6%

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

At the time the above number of students is pulled, October each year, we had slightly fewer students designated
as English Language Learners than in previous years.

2.

There exists so few students designated in each of the above categories, that one student comprises a large
percentage. Nonetheless, a trend emerges for an increased number of students meeting the Fluent English
Proficient designation upon enrolling at Adelante.

3.

Some of the students that comprise the above number are also designated as students receiving Special Education
Services. When a student is in both programs, questions are raised as to whether the student struggles due to
language ability or whether the struggle is due to a learning disability or both..
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School and Student Performance Data
CAASPP Results
English Language Arts/Literacy (All Students)
Overall Participation for All Students
# of Students Enrolled

Grade
Level

# of Students with
Scores
16-17 17-18 18-19

# of Students Tested

% of Enrolled Students
Tested
16-17 17-18 18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

55

54

60

45

37

48

45

37

48

81.8

68.5

80

All

55

54

60

45

37

48

45

37

48

81.8

68.5

80

Grades
* The “% of Enrolled Students Tested” showing in this table is not the same as “Participation Rate” for federal accountability
purposes.
Overall Achievement for All Students
% Standard
% Standard Met % Standard Nearly % Standard Not
Exceeded
Met
Met
16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19
Mean Scale Score

Grade
Level

2493. 2481. 2427. 0.00
8
0
2
All Grades N/A
N/A
N/A 0.00

Grade 11

0.00

0.00

8.89 16.22 4.17 37.78 18.92 12.50 53.33 64.86 83.33

0.00

0.00

8.89 16.22 4.17 37.78 18.92 12.50 53.33 64.86 83.33

Reading
Demonstrating understanding of literary and non-fictional texts
% Above Standard

Grade Level

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

8.89

13.51

0.00

46.67

43.24

14.58

44.44

43.24

85.42

All Grades

8.89

13.51

0.00

46.67

43.24

14.58

44.44

43.24

85.42

Writing
Producing clear and purposeful writing
% Above Standard

Grade Level

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

0.00

2.70

0.00

26.67

29.73

15.22

73.33

67.57

84.78

All Grades

0.00

2.70

0.00

26.67

29.73

15.22

73.33

67.57

84.78

Listening
Demonstrating effective communication skills
% Above Standard

Grade Level

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

2.22

5.41

6.25

64.44

59.46

41.67

33.33

35.14

52.08

All Grades

2.22

5.41

6.25

64.44

59.46

41.67

33.33

35.14

52.08

Research/Inquiry
Investigating, analyzing, and presenting information
Grade Level

% Above Standard

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

0.00

8.11

0.00

48.89

32.43

29.17

51.11

59.46

70.83

All Grades

0.00

8.11

0.00

48.89

32.43

29.17

51.11

59.46

70.83
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Conclusions based on this data:
1.

A significant increase occurred in the percent of students scoring below standard in all standards assessed by the
CAASPP despite increased percentage rate from the previous school year for the number of students enrolled vs.
the number of students tested. Of concern, is the marked increase in percentage of students below standard
compared to previous years. Is this an anomaly, a test administration error? Why the significant increase in all
areas?

2.

Strands related to reading, writing, and research/inquiry constitute areas of need for targeted instruction and
assessment practice.

3.

Looking at the overall English Language Arts scores for CAASPP, our data reflects a steady increase in the number
of students that perform below standard. This is particularly true when looking at how the strand of Research and
Inquiry contributes to the overall skill. This research strand is one that we must address if we our serious about our
school mission of producing students with transferable skills and able to be productive literate citizens.
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School and Student Performance Data
CAASPP Results
Mathematics (All Students)
Overall Participation for All Students
# of Students Enrolled

Grade
Level

# of Students with
Scores
16-17 17-18 18-19

# of Students Tested

% of Enrolled Students
Tested
16-17 17-18 18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

55

55

60

44

37

54

44

37

54

80

67.3

90

All

55

55

60

44

37

54

44

37

54

80

67.3

90

Grades
* The “% of Enrolled Students Tested” showing in this table is not the same as “Participation Rate” for federal accountability
purposes.
Overall Achievement for All Students
% Standard
% Standard Met % Standard Nearly % Standard Not
Exceeded
Met
Met
16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19 16-17 17-18 18-19
Mean Scale Score

Grade
Level

2419. 2461. 2427. 0.00
0
2
3
All Grades N/A
N/A
N/A 0.00

Grade 11

0.00

0.00

2.27

2.70

0.00

9.09 10.81 5.56 88.64 86.49 94.44

0.00

0.00

2.27

2.70

0.00

9.09 10.81 5.56 88.64 86.49 94.44

Concepts & Procedures
Applying mathematical concepts and procedures
% Above Standard

Grade Level

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

0.00

2.70

0.00

9.09

5.41

3.70

90.91

91.89

96.30

All Grades

0.00

2.70

0.00

9.09

5.41

3.70

90.91

91.89

96.30

Problem Solving & Modeling/Data Analysis
Using appropriate tools and strategies to solve real world and mathematical problems
% Above Standard

Grade Level

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

0.00

2.70

0.00

27.27

10.81

16.67

72.73

86.49

83.33

All Grades

0.00

2.70

0.00

27.27

10.81

16.67

72.73

86.49

83.33

Communicating Reasoning
Demonstrating ability to support mathematical conclusions
Grade Level

% Above Standard

% At or Near Standard

% Below Standard

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

16-17

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

0.00

0.00

0.00

27.27

35.14

29.63

72.73

64.86

70.37

All Grades

0.00

0.00

0.00

27.27

35.14

29.63

72.73

64.86

70.37

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

An area of success relates to change in test administration. Due to the testing challenge that occurred in 20172018 a strong focus was placed on students taking the assessment. 90% of students enrolled at the time of the
test, took the test. This is a marked change over previous years where ELA was traditionally the assessment that
had more students taking the test.
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2.

Consistently, more than half of the students assessed do not meet standards in any assessed strand of math.
Students possess skill gaps in their basic math skills and fluency, with application of concepts and procedures
challenging students the most. These scores reflect what is written in the needs assessment portion of this
document related to student achievement. Additionally, these scores align with the grade distribution in math
courses at our site, with most students passing IM I or IM II with a letter grade of "D".

3.

All three strands equally require staff attention in supporting our students mathematically as 94% of students
assessed do not meet standard for math at the 11th grade level as deemed by this assessment. It should be noted,
however, that at the time of testing students have not been exposed to much of what is on the assessment as
students may still be enrolled in Integrated Math I (a 9th grade course) or only halfway through Integrated Math II (a
10th grade course). The test assumes that students have taken both of these courses. The fact that many
students taking the exam have not yet passed IM I, a 9th grade course, by the time of their 11th grade year, speaks
to the large math skill gaps present with most students attending Adelante.
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School and Student Performance Data
ELPAC Results
ELPAC Summative Assessment Data
Number of Students and Mean Scale Scores for All Students
Grade
Level

Overall

Oral Language

Number of
Students Tested
17-18
18-19

Written Language

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

Grade 11

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Grade 12

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

4

*

6

All Grades
Overall Language
Percentage of Students at Each Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

Level 4
17-18

All Grades

Level 2

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

Level 1

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

11
12

Level 3

*

*

*

*

*

17-18

18-19

Oral Language
Percentage of Students at Each Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

11

*

*

*

*

12

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

All Grades

17-18

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

Level 1

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Written Language
Percentage of Students at Each Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

Level 4
17-18

Level 3

18-19

17-18

Level 2

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

11

*

12

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

All Grades

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

Level 1

*

Listening Domain
Percentage of Students by Domain Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

12
All Grades

Well Developed

Somewhat/Moderately

Beginning

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Speaking Domain
Percentage of Students by Domain Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

All Grades

Well Developed

Somewhat/Moderately

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

Beginning
17-18

18-19
*

*

*

Reading Domain
Percentage of Students by Domain Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

Well Developed
17-18

Somewhat/Moderately

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

All Grades

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19

Beginning

*

*

Writing Domain
Percentage of Students by Domain Performance Level for All Students
Grade
Level

Well Developed
17-18

Somewhat/Moderately

Beginning

18-19

17-18

18-19

17-18

18-19

*

*

*

*

*

All Grades

Total Number
of Students
17-18
18-19
*

*

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

Too few students designated as English Language Learners to be represented by data for analysis.
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School and Student Performance Data
Student Population
This section provides information about the school’s student population.
2018-19 Student Population
Total
Enrollment

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

English
Learners

Foster
Youth

102

63.7

6.9

2.0

This is the total number of
students enrolled.

This is the percent of students
who are eligible for free or
reduced priced meals; or have
parents/guardians who did not
receive a high school diploma.

This is the percent of students
who are learning to communicate
effectively in English, typically
requiring instruction in both the
English Language and in their
academic courses.

This is the percent of students
whose well-being is the
responsibility of a court.

2018-19 Enrollment for All Students/Student Group
Student Group

Total

Percentage

English Learners

7

6.9

Foster Youth

2

2.0

Homeless

16

15.7

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

65

63.7

Students with Disabilities

11

10.8

Enrollment by Race/Ethnicity
Student Group

Total

Percentage

African American

5

4.9

Asian

2

2.0

Filipino

2

2.0

Hispanic

41

40.2

Two or More Races

5

4.9

White

47

46.1

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

Looking at the number presented above as student enrollment only reflects the enrollment number as of October
when this data is collected. Many of the students reflected in the above numbers were not present in the spring.
Conversely, many students that arrived to the school after the first week in October, do not find representation in
this data.

2.

In contrast to 7 years ago, 2013-2014 data, when the ethnic demographic of the school was 50% white and 50%
Hispanic, a clear shift in the school becoming more ethnically diverse has occurred. Students of color comprise the
slight majority of students at Adelante based on the October enrollment numbers.

3.

Again, the numbers above are misleading and do not fully capture the population of students present at Adelante
during the 2018-2019 school year. For example, had this snapshot of demographics been taken in January of the
school year rather than in October, the numbers would reflect a higher Foster Youth percentage as well as a higher
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged percentage.
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School and Student Performance Data
Overall Performance
2019 Fall Dashboard Overall Performance for All Students
Academic Performance

Academic Engagement

Conditions & Climate

English Language Arts

Graduation Rate

Suspension Rate

No Performance Color

Red

Yellow

Mathematics
No Performance Color

College/Career
Red

Conclusions based on this data:
1.

We work to create a targeted approach toward graduation for each student. A concerted effort is made to build the
master schedule each quarter around what gaps are in student transcripts versus what is traditionally taught. Our
school counselor publishes a graduation status sheet bi-monthly for all staff to view and use to encourage students
to stay on track for graduation or get back on track for graduation. We are faced with a large number of students
that enroll for which it is mathematically impossible for them to graduate "on-time". The student enrolls at Adelante
when it is not feasible to graduate from either their comprehensive site or from the alternative site. This is based on
students not having passed core subject area classes at their home school.

2.

Suspension rates reflect a decrease from suspension rates in the 206-2017, 2017-2018, and 2018-2019 school
year (data not reflected above).

3.

Currently, Adelante offers students the ability to take Construction Technology, an elective course. Adelante does
not have any recognized courses or programs that meet the College/Career performance indicator for CTE
Pathways. This performance indicator highlights an area for growth.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Performance
English Language Arts
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Highest
Performance

Blue

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard English Language Arts Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

0

0

0

0

0

This section provides a view of Student Assessment Results and other aspects of this school’s performance, specifically
how well students are meeting grade-level standards on the English Language Arts assessment. This measure is based on
student performance on the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment, which is taken annually by students in grades 3–8
and grade 11.
2019 Fall Dashboard English Language Arts Performance for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

158.8 points below standard

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

2

1

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

150.9 points below standard

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Declined Significantly -74.6 points
19

12

2
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2019 Fall Dashboard English Language Arts Performance by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

179.9 points below standard

5

2

12

This section provides a view of Student Assessment Results and other aspects of this school’s performance, specifically
how well students are meeting grade-level standards on the English Language Arts assessment. This measure is based on
student performance on the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment, which is taken annually by students in grades 3–8
and grade 11.
2019 Fall Dashboard English Language Arts Data Comparisons for English Learners
Current English Learner

Reclassified English Learners

English Only

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

156 points below standard

1

1

Declined Significantly -77.1 points
17

Conclusions based on this data:

1. The blank boxes and gray dashboard represent the current status of many alternative education schools across the
state, namely, too few students to launch to the board.

2. Our overall scores on the CAASPP English assessment continue to show an increase in the number of students not
meeting standard.

3. In looking at these numbers, one student shifts the percentages significantly based on the small number of students
taking the assessment.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Performance
Mathematics
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Highest
Performance

Blue

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard Mathematics Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

0

0

0

0

0

This section provides a view of Student Assessment Results and other aspects of this school’s performance, specifically
how well students are meeting grade-level standards on the Mathematics assessment. This measure is based on student
performance on the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment, which is taken annually by students in grades 3–8 and
grade 11.
2019 Fall Dashboard Mathematics Performance for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

218.4 points below standard

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

2

1

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

214 points below standard

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Declined Significantly -33.4 points
20

Declined Significantly -28.1 points

2

1
13
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2019 Fall Dashboard Mathematics Performance by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

220.8 points below standard

5

2

13

This section provides a view of Student Assessment Results and other aspects of this school’s performance, specifically
how well students are meeting grade-level standards on the Mathematics assessment. This measure is based on student
performance on the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessment, which is taken annually by students in grades 3–8 and
grade 11.
2019 Fall Dashboard Mathematics Data Comparisons for English Learners
Current English Learner

Reclassified English Learners

English Only

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

210.2 points below standard

1

1

Declined Significantly -32.2 points
18

Conclusions based on this data:

1. Because we have less than 11 students in many of the key cohort groups, data is not available in the form of a
performance color.

2. The student population represented above is based on October enrollment numbers and as such is not accurate; the
students in spring are not the same students that this data reports.

3. Students arrive to Adelante credit deficient and having failed math courses multiple times before their junior year.
When students are tested it is assumed they have taken and passed IM 1 and IM 11.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Performance
English Learner Progress
This section provides a view of the percentage of current EL students making progress towards English language proficiency
or maintaining the highest level.
2019 Fall Dashboard English Learner Progress Indicator
English Learner Progress

No Performance Color
making progress towards English
language proficiency
Number of EL Students:
Performance Level: No Data

This section provides a view of the percentage of current EL students who progressed at least one ELPI level, maintained
ELPI level 4, maintained lower ELPI levels (i.e, levels 1, 2L, 2H, 3L, or 3H), or decreased at least one ELPI Level.
2019 Fall Dashboard Student English Language Acquisition Results
Decreased
One ELPI Level

Maintained ELPI Level 1,
2L, 2H, 3L, or 3H

Maintained
ELPI Level 4

Progressed At Least
One ELPI Level

Conclusions based on this data:

1. There exists too few students designated as English Language Learners to produce enough data to analyze for trends
and patterns.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Performance
College/Career
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Highest
Performance

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard College/Career Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

0

0

0

0

0

This section provides information on the percentage of high school graduates who are placed in the "Prepared" level on the
College/Career Indicator.
2019 Fall Dashboard College/Career for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

Red

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

0

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

0 Students

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

Maintained -1.5
74
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2019 Fall Dashboard College/Career by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

0 Students

This section provides a view of the percent of students per year that qualify as Not Prepared, Approaching Prepared, and
Prepared.
2019 Fall Dashboard College/Career 3-Year Performance
Class of 2017

Class of 2018

Class of 2019

1.5 Prepared
14.7 Approaching Prepared
83.8 Not Prepared

1.5 Prepared
14.7 Approaching Prepared
83.8 Not Prepared

0 Prepared
13.5 Approaching Prepared
86.5 Not Prepared

Conclusions based on this data:

1. Attention is required to address the lack of CTE opportunities currently available at Adelante. This will require
concentrated efforts from Adelante and the Roseville Joint Union High School District. Construction Technology is
currently the only CTE elective course we offer.

2. Partnership with Roseville Adult School should be furthered explored in supporting programs in which students may
engage.

3. Two students represented above as prepared for college-career were able to secure CTE opportunities by not being
severely credit deficient; they were able to take a CTE course in the afternoon at one of the comprehensive site in
the school district. Students have traditionally been too credit deficient in the past to be able to partake in CTE
courses.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Engagement
Chronic Absenteeism
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Highest
Performance

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard Chronic Absenteeism Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

This section provides information about the percentage of students in kindergarten through grade 8 who are absent 10
percent or more of the instructional days they were enrolled.
2019 Fall Dashboard Chronic Absenteeism for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

2019 Fall Dashboard Chronic Absenteeism by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

Conclusions based on this data:

1. Continuation High Schools in California are not currently on the Dashboard for the attendance metric but will transition
to the Dashboard Alternative School Status (DASS) for the 2019-2010 school year. Information may be found
regarding this transition on the California Department of Education website under DASS.

2. 2018-19 reflected an 82% average daily attendance rate for students, 3% below our minimum goal of 85% average
daily attendance rate for students.
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School and Student Performance Data
Academic Engagement
Graduation Rate
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Highest
Performance

Blue

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard Graduation Rate Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

2

0

0

0

0

This section provides information about students completing high school, which includes students who receive a standard
high school diploma or complete their graduation requirements at an alternative school.
2019 Fall Dashboard Graduation Rate for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

Red

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

60.8

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

6

1

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

No Performance Color

Red

No Performance Color

65.2

60

Declined -5.4

Declined -9.4

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed for Privacy

Declined -10.6
74

4
23
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2019 Fall Dashboard Graduation Rate by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

1

3

3

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

Red

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

60

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed for Privacy

0 Students

55.2

Declined -22.4

Declined -5.5

3
35

29

This section provides a view of the percentage of students who received a high school diploma within four years of
entering ninth grade or complete their graduation requirements at an alternative school.
2019 Fall Dashboard Graduation Rate by Year
2018

2019

71.4

60.8

Conclusions based on this data:

1. Based on the Dashboard metrics, Adelante shows a 12.7% decrease in the graduation rate of all students from spring
of 2018 to spring of 2019. It is unclear whether this number reflects 5th year graduates.

2. Based on the overall decrease in graduation rate from spring 2018 to spring of 2019, it also makes sense that all key
cohort data percentages declined.
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School and Student Performance Data
Conditions & Climate
Suspension Rate
The performance levels are color-coded and range from lowest-to-highest performance in the following order:
Lowest
Performance

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Highest
Performance

Blue

This section provides number of student groups in each color.
2019 Fall Dashboard Suspension Rate Equity Report
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

0

4

0

0

0

This section provides information about the percentage of students in kindergarten through grade 12 who have been
suspended at least once in a given school year. Students who are suspended multiple times are only counted once.
2019 Fall Dashboard Suspension Rate for All Students/Student Group
All Students

English Learners

Foster Youth

Yellow

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

24.8

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed10
for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data Not
Displayed5for Privacy

Homeless

Socioeconomically Disadvantaged

Students with Disabilities

Orange

Orange

No Performance Color

39

23.9

45

Declined -2

Declined -3.2

Maintained 0

41

138

20

Declined Significantly -4.8
202
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2019 Fall Dashboard Suspension Rate by Race/Ethnicity
African American

American Indian

Asian

Filipino

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

No Performance Color

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed
9 for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed
1 for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed
3 for Privacy

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed
3 for Privacy

Hispanic

Two or More Races

Pacific Islander

White

Orange

No Performance Color

Orange

25.9

Less than 11 Students - Data
Not Displayed
8 for Privacy

25.8

Declined -2.2

Declined -2.9

85

93

This section provides a view of the percentage of students who were suspended.
2019 Fall Dashboard Suspension Rate by Year
2017

2018

2019

29.6

24.8

Conclusions based on this data:

1. Adelante's overall suspension rate declined by almost 2% and by 5% from the previous year which was reflected in
a decline in suspension rate for all key cohorts with the exception of students receiving Special Education services.

2. When working with a small student population, one or two students make a big difference. Of note, there does not
exist a great disparity between white (94) and Hispanic (85) student suspensions.

3. With the exception of students receiving Special Education services and students of two or more races, all key cohorts
of students reflect decreased suspension rates.
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Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the school’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal Subject
Academics & Student Centered Instruction

LEA/LCAP Goal
Student Achievement

Goal 1
Design and deliver instruction that is engaging, relevant, personalized by voice and choice, skill
based, and culturally responsive in order to increase overall student proficiency in all academic
areas with an emphasis on literacy and numeracy skills.

Identified Need
Students have consistently demonstrated "standard not met" on all strands of the CAASPP math
assessment. Additionally, students have historically failed IMI and IM II multiple times before
arriving to Adelante their junior and senior year. This is the number one course that serves as an
obstacle to students' graduation from high school. Furthermore, students demonstrate a reluctance
to engage in writing, be that for classwork, the performance task section of the CAASPP ELA, for
scholarships and more. CAASPP scores for ELA show majority of students "standard not met" on
all strands of the assessment. Adelante's demographic is characterized by large % of students
demonstrating needs for universal access to learning experiences characterized by collaboration
and student voice.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

Spring 2019 CAASPP overall
Math Scores - Reduce %
Standard Not Met by 10 %

Spring 2019 overall CAASPP
Math Standard Not Met: 94.4%
Spring 2020 overall CAASPP
Math Standard Not Met: COVID-19 postponement

Spring 2021 overall CAASPP
Math Standard Not Met: 84%

Spring 2019 CAASPP overall
ELA Scores - Reduce %
Standard Not Met by 10%

Spring 2019 overall CAASPP
ELA Standard Not Met: 83.33%
Spring 2020 overall CAASPP
ELA Standard Not Met: 73% COVID-19 postponement

Spring 2021 overall CAASPP
ELA Standard Not Met: 79%

Reduce F rate by Quarter in
Math Courses 2019-2020

2019-2020 F Rate Q1 = 32%
Q2 = 31%
Q3 = 52%

2020-2021 F Rate Q1 = 28%
Q2 = 29%
Q3 = 40%
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Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

Increase Graduation Rates

Spring 2019 = 48%

2020 - TBD COVID-19 - 2021
= 55%

Increase participation rates on
the Adelante Common Writing
Assessment measured by
reduction in score of 0

2018-2019 = 11%

2020-2021 = 9%

Increase student response on
survey related to students
feeling challenged (2
questions)

Spring 2019 Scored 2+/3- on
both questions

Spring 2021 Score 3+ on both
questions

Complete a copy of the Strategy/Activity table for each of the school’s strategies/activities. Duplicate
the table, including Proposed Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Strategy/Activity 1
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Implement the IMI and IM II Math Challenge and Grade Challenge quarterly. To meet the Math
Challenge, students must earn 70% or higher on the chosen challenge test for the quarter. They
must share their assessment score with Principal Lloyd in order to earn the challenge incentive.
Implement Grade Challenge - students with C's and above at both progress report time and report
card time earn a celebratory event.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

300.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
IM Challenge incentives - Off Campus Lunch
Delivery by staff

1,200.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Field Trip to celebrate academic achievement

720.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Substitutes for Grade Challenge
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0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Launched mini-graduation quarterly to support
students seeing their peers graduate. Celebrate
student academic achievement publicly to
motivate peers. Students wear their cap and
gown, parents attend as a surprise, students
take their last walk around campus.

Strategy/Activity 2
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Teacher Professional Development and coaching in classroom management strategies to support
student achievement.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

600.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
Classroom Management PD - Dolores Cook

6,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
Instructional Coaching on Direct
Instruction/Classroom Management - 2
Teachers

1,800.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Substitutes for Peer Coaching Project and
Coaching Sessions

Strategy/Activity 3
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students identified that are too credit deficient for a timely graduation or that have shown home or
medical challenges that support this method of demonstrating math achievement.
Strategy/Activity
Scholarship CHSPE registration for students that are too credit deficient for diploma
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Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

750.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
CHSPE registration for 4 students

0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Quarter 1 add CHSPE prep class for targeted
students to support their efforts in passing the
math portion of the assessment. Assessment
taken October 15.

Strategy/Activity 4
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Teachers attend professional development connected with providing universal design learning
experiences for all students in order to increase student skills in reading, writing, speaking,
listening, and numeracy.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

12,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
UDL, Jo Bolar, PLT, etc.

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
UDL Teacher Lead Stipend

5,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Co-Teaching Stipend

400.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
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Professional Dues for literacy and instruction
publications

Strategy/Activity 5
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
English, ELD, and Social Science Students
Strategy/Activity
English and Social Science Teachers use extended PLT time and learning from professional
development in literacy strategies to create lessons and learning experiences that support students
in argumentative writing.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

2,000.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Scope and Sequence and lesson design
creation

2,000.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Pay to norm Adelante Common Writing
Assessment - essays using the rubric and
score student writing

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Subs to support this work.

5,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
Literacy/Writing PD -

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
NewsELA Pro

Strategy/Activity 6
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
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Purchase supplies, materials, software to benefit student achievement.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

300.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Software Upgrades - Ex: Kuta, My Path,
Quizzlet

200.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Woodburn Press: Grades and habits

549.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and Materials for math classrooms

300.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and materials for Social Science
classrooms

400.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and materials for English classrooms

900.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and materials for science classrooms

2,500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and materials for non-core classrooms
(Woodshop, Art, P.E. )

600.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
novels for SSR/ELD classes

10,000.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
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5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
copier, lease agreements

Strategy/Activity 7
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students credit deficient for graduation within 4 years.
Strategy/Activity
Implement on-ground summer school as a means to support credit recovery and student learning.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

5,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Teacher Pay

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Meals

1,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Materials and supplies for project

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Admin - Summer School

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
Registrar pay

8,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Transportation

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Counselor

Strategy/Activity 8
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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Implement use of Edgenuity as a means to support graduation efforts.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

30,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Licenses

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend for CR Project Lead

2,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
PD/release time for training

Strategy/Activity 9
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students, but targeting seniors.
Strategy/Activity
Saturday Senior Support
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

1,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
8 Total days

400.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Food for camp

Strategy/Activity 10
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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Effectively implement Professional Learning Teams with the support of staff engaging in the
Continuous School Improvement process.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend - CSI

2,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend -PLT - Teacher Lead

5,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
PD for PLT

100.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
CSI Materials and Supplies

Strategy/Activity 11
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
ELL Students
Strategy/Activity
ELL Students attend Museum of Tolerance in L.A. to support authentic and relevant learning
experiences
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

3,000.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Travel and transportation

1,000.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Admission, parking fees

School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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693.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Meals

Strategy/Activity 12
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Work with MeTeor Consulting to design new alt ed model
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

30,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
MeTeor

5,000.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
6000-6999: Capital Outlay
Furniture aligned with UDL and Collaborative
Learning

Strategy/Activity 13
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Strategy/Activity
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

Annual Review
SPSA Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Respond to the following prompts relative to this goal. If the school is in the first year of
implementing the goal, an analysis is not required and this section may be deleted.
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ANALYSIS
Describe the overall implementation of the strategies/activities and the overall effectiveness of the
strategies/activities to achieve the articulated goal.
Math achievement results as measured by the annual CAASPP assessment did not demonstrate
improvement in the spring of 2019 over math CAASPP results from spring of 2018. Students did
demonstrate stronger reasoning skills than in previous years, having more students score in other
achievement bands other than "below standard". Regarding increase pass rates for student in IM I
and IM II courses we made significant gains, decreasing the F rate for all quarters by a minimum of
15% with the exception of quarter 4 in 2019.
Briefly describe any major differences between the intended implementation and/or the budgeted
expenditures to implement the strategies/activities to meet the articulated goal.
Intended implementation plan included money set aside for Academic Tutors. Due to the inability
to fill these positions, money was not spent for this action step.
Describe any changes that will be made to this goal, the annual outcomes, metrics, or
strategies/activities to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis. Identify where those changes can
be found in the SPSA.
Moving forward, Academic Tutors will be eliminated as a potential strategy for raising academic
achievement for students in Math. This decision comes as a result of the inability to hire and retain
these tutors. No tutors applied for the positions in spring of 2019 nor fall of 2019 and these monies
will be spent differently to achieve the above school goal. This decision is captured in SSC
meeting minutes for January 2020.
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Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the school’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal Subject
Increase Student Interpersonal Skill Development

LEA/LCAP Goal
Wellness and College/Career & Life Ready.

Goal 2
Develop and support the implementation of evidenced-based frameworks to improve student
behavior and interpersonal skill development, preparing students for life success and to achieve
their goal of graduation.

Identified Need
As the student demographic of Adelante continues to include more students with mental health
challenges, high ACE scores (adverse childhood experiences), and decreased attendance rates
related to anxiety and depression, staff and students need more explicit training, instruction, and
coaching in how to support student communication and listening skills as connected to the
implementation of PBIS, Restorative Practices, and Social Emotional Curriculum.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

Average Daily Attendance Rate

2018-2019 = 82%
2019-2020 = 83%

2020-202 = 85%

Suspension Numbers

2018-2019 = 88 suspensions
2019-2020 = 61 (COVID-19)

2020-2021 = 80 suspensions

Number of students in SEL
courses/groups/athletics

2019-2020 =

2020-2021 =

Perception Data - Student
Survey Questions related to
safety. being liked by school,
and feeling known.

2018-2019 - 3+
2019-2020 (data not yet
released for this year's survey)

2020-2021 = 4-

PBIS Status

2018-2019 = Bronze
2019-2020 = Bronze

2020-2021 Silver

Graduation Rate

2018-2019 = 48%

2020-2021 = 55%

Complete a copy of the Strategy/Activity table for each of the school’s strategies/activities. Duplicate
the table, including Proposed Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse
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Strategy/Activity 1
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students that sign up for SEL elective courses or that are identified through the MTSS process as
needing support in social emotional learning.
Strategy/Activity
Implement SEL classes and Interpersonal Leadership Development Clubs
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

6,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Club Warrior - Love Notes

100.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
School Connect Course

150.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
SEL and Dialectics Course class materials and
supplies

3,000.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
6000-6999: Capital Outlay
furniture that aligns with UDL and collaborative
conversations

Strategy/Activity 2
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Increase fidelity with which PBIS framework is designed and implemented school-side.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)

Source(s)
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200.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend - PRIDE Elective Lead

1,500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend - PBIS Teacher Lead

2,000.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
PRIDE Store PBIS Supplies and Materials -

1,500.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
PRIDE Events

1,000.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and Materials PBIS non-food

2,000.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Live School License

400.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Code-switching campaign

Strategy/Activity 3
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students that choose athletics as their elective course
Strategy/Activity
Implement athletics/sports program to provide students with opportunity to engage in collaborative
atmosphere.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
1,000.00

School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)

Source(s)
LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
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League Dues
100.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
5700-5799: Transfers Of Direct Costs
Lunch Fees

Strategy/Activity 4
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Support and grow student participation in school clubs, events, and assemblies: Bring Change 2
Mind, Interact, Video Game Club, Yearbook, Leadership, SSC as a means to have students
engage in collaborative opportunities to practice effectively using interpersonal skills.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

2,500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Club supplies and materials

2,500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Point Break Assembly

500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and Materials Open House Mixer

1,000.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Open House Mixers and Parent Events

350.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
Classified overtime for events

Strategy/Activity 5
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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All Students
Strategy/Activity
Operate robust menu of services via Wellness Centers and community supports.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

0.00

Not Specified
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
MHS Salary

0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Social Work Interns

0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Campus Life - Parent Life - Teen Parent Groups

0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Speaker series - Healthy Relationships - Teen
Violence Assempbly - Stand Up Placer

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Covitality Universal Screener Project Lead

Strategy/Activity 6
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Professional Development for staff around social and emotional supports for students, working with
students of trauma, and engaging students while providing healthy boundaries.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
1,200.00

School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)

Source(s)
Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
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PD Registration - Restorative Conference, PBIS
Trauma,
1,300.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Travel and transportation

600.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and Materials

480.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Subs

Annual Review
SPSA Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Respond to the following prompts relative to this goal. If the school is in the first year of
implementing the goal, an analysis is not required and this section may be deleted.

ANALYSIS
Describe the overall implementation of the strategies/activities and the overall effectiveness of the
strategies/activities to achieve the articulated goal.
All strategies were implemented with the exception of hiring Academic Tutors for the English and
ELD courses. This was due to the inability to hire and retain the position. The Grade Challenge is
a new goal for this school year, resulting in no analysis, as is the school quarterly benchmarks in
English. This school year will mark the first full year of data collection for this strategy. Spring 2020
CAASPP results will provide the SSC with more feedback on the use of this strategy to increase
student literacy proficiency. Unfortunately, the continued use of NewsELA Pro has not resulted in
reducing student demonstrating "below standard" or increasing Standard met" as measured by the
CAASPP. We did, however, meet goals written for reducing our F rate for English and Social
Science. Both discipline areas met for each quarter their goal of reducing F rates which directly
impacts graduation.
Briefly describe any major differences between the intended implementation and/or the budgeted
expenditures to implement the strategies/activities to meet the articulated goal.
No differences in implementation or expenditures was noted with the exception of the proposed
spending for Academic Tutors. We were unable to hire Academic Tutors to support this goal during
the spring semester of 2018-2019 and fall of 2019.
Describe any changes that will be made to this goal, the annual outcomes, metrics, or
strategies/activities to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis. Identify where those changes can
be found in the SPSA.
As we reduce the F rate for English and Social Science courses, the percentage attainable for
reducing future quarter fail rates will become smaller. We must continue to support our CAASPP
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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goals for this school goal. Next year we will add the quarterly writing assessment as a metric based
on 2019-2020 data collection.
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Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the school’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal Subject
Develop literate productive citizens

LEA/LCAP Goal
Wellness & Safety; Equity & Inclusion; College, Career & Life Ready

Goal 3
Ensure that students graduate prepared to navigate post-graduation options with confidence and
competence both in terms of digital literacy as well as academic literacy

Identified Need
We continue to annually report average daily attendance below 85%. Chronic absenteeism impacts
student achievement and student wellness and safety and directly relates to the likelihood of
students committing to and following through with attending a post-graduation program. We
currently offer our students no variety of CTE courses within the school day. We have only one after
school option in the form of the Automotive Program. Additionally, data shows that our students are
not enrolling in post-graduate options such as community college, vocational training programs,
and/or military and there is a need to support student technology skills and and understanding of
application process for post-graduation programs.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

Monthly Average Daily
Attendance 2020-2021

Monthly Average Daily
Attendance 2019-2020

Monthly Average Daily
Attendance 2020-2021

Enrollment in post-secondary
programs

2018-2019 = 17%

2020-2021 = 25%

CTE Course Enrollment

2019-2020 = 5

2020-2021 = 15

FASFA Completion Rate

2018-2019 =

2020-2021 =

ASVAB qualifications

2019-2020 = 2

2020-2021 =

Perception Data - Student
Survey related to relevancy of
learning

Spring 2029 scored 3 +

Spring 2021 score 4

Graduation Rate

2028-2029 = 43%

2020-2021 = 55%

Complete a copy of the Strategy/Activity table for each of the school’s strategies/activities. Duplicate
the table, including Proposed Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Strategy/Activity 1
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
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(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Increase Staff Technology Skills in order to support students navigating the post-graduation world.
Support teachers in increasing proficiency in the SMAR Tech model
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Extra Pay - training

1,500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
Extra Pay - training

200.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Certifications - Google

500.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
Professional Development for Tech Literacy

Strategy/Activity 2
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students below 85% ADA
Strategy/Activity
Social Work Intern Weekly Student Attendance Review and Attendance Campaign
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

0.00

Not Specified
None Specified
Home visits

412.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)

School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Postage - discover change of address
120.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Nurse Association Dues

200.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
PRIDE Elective Stipend - Attendance

Strategy/Activity 3
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Adult 101 Students
Strategy/Activity
Provide certifications for students: CPR, food handler
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

250.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Student CPR Certification

250.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Food Handler Certification

Strategy/Activity 4
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Provide field trips and learning experiences connected to post-graduation career and college
opportunities
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
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List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)

Source(s)

480.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Subs

100.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Admission/parking

1000.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
Stipend - Teacher Lead Career Fair

100.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Supplies and Materials Financial Reality Fair

500.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Rental tables and/or chairs Career Fair

500.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS,
ADHS, AnHS)
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
Transportation Fees

Strategy/Activity 5
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Students that use transportation to access CTE and academic courses
Strategy/Activity
Provide transportation to and from CTE or academic experiences located off campus.
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)

Source(s)
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2,000.00

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
transportation - drivers

Strategy/Activity 6
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
All Students
Strategy/Activity
Increase CTE offerings and opportunities for post-graduation exploration
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
7,120.00

Source(s)
Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures
CTE exploration

Annual Review
SPSA Year Reviewed: 2018-19
Respond to the following prompts relative to this goal. If the school is in the first year of
implementing the goal, an analysis is not required and this section may be deleted.

ANALYSIS
Describe the overall implementation of the strategies/activities and the overall effectiveness of the
strategies/activities to achieve the articulated goal.
All strategies implemented as attended and annual average daily attendance increased by 2%,
going from 80% to 82%.
Briefly describe any major differences between the intended implementation and/or the budgeted
expenditures to implement the strategies/activities to meet the articulated goal.
Describe any changes that will be made to this goal, the annual outcomes, metrics, or
strategies/activities to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis. Identify where those changes can
be found in the SPSA.
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Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the school’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal Subject
LEA/LCAP Goal

Goal 4

Identified Need

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

startcollapse
Complete a copy of the Strategy/Activity table for each of the school’s strategies/activities. Duplicate
the table, including Proposed Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Strategy/Activity 7
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Strategy/Activity
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
Amount(s)
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Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the school’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goal Subject
LEA/LCAP Goal

Goal 5

Identified Need

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Metric/Indicator

Baseline/Actual Outcome

Expected Outcome

startcollapse
Complete a copy of the Strategy/Activity table for each of the school’s strategies/activities. Duplicate
the table, including Proposed Expenditures, as needed.
startcollapse

Strategy/Activity 1
Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
(Identify either All Students or one or more specific student groups)
Strategy/Activity
Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
List the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures. Specify the funding
source(s) using one or more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal identify the Title and Part, as
applicable), Other State, and/or Local.
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Budget Summary
Complete the table below. Schools may include additional information. Adjust the table as needed. The Budget Summary
is required for schools funded through the ConApp, and/or that receive funds from the LEA for Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI).

Budget Summary
Description

Amount

Total Funds Provided to the School Through the Consolidated Application

$15,872.00

Total Federal Funds Provided to the School from the LEA for CSI

$156,120.00

Total Funds Budgeted for Strategies to Meet the Goals in the SPSA

$216,324.00

Other Federal, State, and Local Funds
List the additional Federal programs that the school is including in the schoolwide program. Adjust the table as needed. If
the school is not operating a Title I schoolwide program this section is not applicable and may be deleted.

startcollapse
Federal Programs

Allocation ($)

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)

$156,120.00

Subtotal of additional federal funds included for this school: $156,120.00
List the State and local programs that the school is including in the schoolwide program. Duplicate the
table as needed.
startcollapse
State or Local Programs

Allocation ($)

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund” “Unrestricted” and “Site Based” Budget

$34,119.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)

$10,213.00

Not Specified

$0.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS, ADHS, AnHS)

$15,872.00

Subtotal of state or local funds included for this school: $60,204.00
Total of federal, state, and/or local funds for this school: $216,324.00
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Budgeted Funds and Expenditures in this Plan
The tables below are provided to help the school track expenditures as they relate to funds budgeted to the school.

Funds Budgeted to the School by Funding Source
startcollapse
Funding Source

Amount

Balance

Expenditures by Funding Source
startcollapse
Funding Source

Amount

Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI)

156,120.00

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund” “Unrestricted”
and “Site Based” Budget

34,119.00

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP only)

10,213.00

Not Specified

0.00

Title I: For those sites that get Title I (RHS, ADHS,
AnHS)

15,872.00

Expenditures by Budget Reference
startcollapse
Budget Reference

Amount

1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries

39,880.00

2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries

5,350.00

4000-4999: Books And Supplies

17,792.00

5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures

74,782.00

5700-5799: Transfers Of Direct Costs

100.00

5800: Professional/Consulting Services And Operating
Expenditures

70,420.00

6000-6999: Capital Outlay

8,000.00

None Specified

0.00

Expenditures by Budget Reference and Funding Source
startcollapse
Budget Reference
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)

Funding Source
Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI)
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2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries

Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI)

5,000.00

4000-4999: Books And Supplies

Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI)

3,900.00

5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures

Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI)

46,700.00

5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating Expenditures

Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI)

69,220.00

1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

2,420.00

2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

350.00

4000-4999: Books And Supplies

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

8,249.00

5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

15,000.00

5700-5799: Transfers Of Direct Costs

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

100.00

6000-6999: Capital Outlay

LCFF Base: Same as “General Fund”
“Unrestricted” and “Site Based”
Budget

8,000.00

4000-4999: Books And Supplies

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP
only)

3,393.00

5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures

LCFF Supplemental: ($2.7 mil LCAP
only)

6,820.00

1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries

Not Specified

0.00

None Specified

Not Specified

0.00

1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries

Title I: For those sites that get Title I
(RHS, ADHS, AnHS)

6,160.00

4000-4999: Books And Supplies

Title I: For those sites that get Title I
(RHS, ADHS, AnHS)

2,250.00

5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures

Title I: For those sites that get Title I
(RHS, ADHS, AnHS)

6,262.00

5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating Expenditures

Title I: For those sites that get Title I
(RHS, ADHS, AnHS)

1,200.00

Expenditures by Goal
startcollapse
Goal Number

Total Expenditures

Goal 1

168,712.00

Goal 2

30,880.00
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Goal 3
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School Site Council Membership
California Education Code describes the required composition of the School Site Council (SSC). The SSC shall be
composed of the principal and representatives of: teachers selected by teachers at the school; other school personnel
selected by other school personnel at the school; parents of pupils attending the school selected by such parents; and, in
secondary schools, pupils selected by pupils attending the school. The current make-up of the SSC is as follows:
1 School Principal
2 Classroom Teachers
2 Other School Staff
1 Parent or Community Members
4 Secondary Students

startcollapse
Name of Members

Role

Amy Lloyd

XPrincipal

Sybil Healy

XOther School Staff

Kris Wilson

XClassroom Teacher

Cindy Jacobson

XClassroom Teacher

Renee Lee

XOther School Staff

Joseph Hoppes

XSecondary Student

Travis Dixon

XSecondary Student

Klaudya King

XSecondary Student

Haleigh Cabrerra

XSecondary Student

Emily Smith

XParent or Community Member

At elementary schools, the school site council must be constituted to ensure parity between (a) the principal, classroom
teachers, and other school personnel, and (b) parents of students attending the school or other community members.
Classroom teachers must comprise a majority of persons represented under section (a). At secondary schools there must
be, in addition, equal numbers of parents or other community members selected by parents, and students. Members must
be selected by their peer group.
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Recommendations and Assurances
The School Site Council (SSC) recommends this school plan and proposed expenditures to the district governing board for
approval and assures the board of the following:
The SSC is correctly constituted and was formed in accordance with district governing board policy and state law.
The SSC reviewed its responsibilities under state law and district governing board policies, including those board policies
relating to material changes in the School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) requiring board approval.
The SSC sought and considered all recommendations from the following groups or committees before adopting this plan:
Signature

Committee or Advisory Group Name
X English Learner Advisory Committee

XDistrict/School Liaison Team for schools in Program Improvement

The SSC reviewed the content requirements for school plans of programs included in this SPSA and believes all such
content requirements have been met, including those found in district governing board policies and in the local educational
agency plan.
This SPSA is based on a thorough analysis of student academic performance. The actions proposed herein form a sound,
comprehensive, coordinated plan to reach stated school goals to improve student academic performance.
This SPSA was adopted by the SSC at a public meeting on May 6, 2020.
Attested:
Principal, Amy Lloyd on May 20, 2020

SSC Chairperson, Joseph Hoppes on May 21, 2020
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Instructions
The School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is a strategic plan that maximizes the resources
available to the school while minimizing duplication of effort with the ultimate goal of increasing
student achievement. SPSA development should be aligned with and inform the Local Control and
Accountability Plan process.
The SPSA consolidates all school-level planning efforts into one plan for programs funded through
the consolidated application (ConApp), and for federal school improvement programs, including
schoolwide programs, Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI), Targeted Support and
Improvement (TSI), and Additional Targeted Support and Improvement (ATSI), pursuant to California
Education Code (EC) Section 64001 and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act as amended
by the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). This template is designed to meet schoolwide program
planning requirements. It also notes how to meet CSI, TSI, or ATSI requirements, as applicable.
California’s ESSA State Plan supports the state’s approach to improving student group performance
through the utilization of federal resources. Schools use the SPSA to document their approach to
maximizing the impact of federal investments in support of underserved students. The implementation
of ESSA in California presents an opportunity for schools to innovate with their federally-funded
programs and align them with the priority goals of the school and the LEA that are being realized
under the state’s Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF).
The LCFF provides schools and LEAs flexibility to design programs and provide services that meet
the needs of students in order to achieve readiness for college, career, and lifelong learning. The
SPSA planning process supports continuous cycles of action, reflection, and improvement.
Consistent with EC 65001, the Schoolsite Council (SSC) is required to develop and annually review
the SPSA, establish an annual budget, and make modifications to the plan that reflect changing
needs and priorities, as applicable.
For questions related to specific sections of the template, please see instructions below:

Instructions: Linked Table of Contents
The SPSA template meets the requirements of schoolwide planning (SWP). Each section also
contains a notation of how to meet CSI, TSI, or ATSI requirements.
Stakeholder Involvement
Goals, Strategies, & Proposed Expenditures
Planned Strategies/Activities
Annual Review and Update
Budget Summary
Appendix A: Plan Requirements for Title I Schoolwide Programs
Appendix B: Plan Requirements for Schools to Meet Federal School Improvement Planning
Requirements
Appendix C: Select State and Federal Programs
For additional questions or technical assistance related to LEA and school planning, please contact
the Local Agency Systems Support Office, at LCFF@cde.ca.gov.
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For programmatic or policy questions regarding Title I schoolwide planning, please contact the local
educational agency, or the CDE’s Title I Policy and Program Guidance Office at TITLEI@cde.ca.gov.
For questions or technical assistance related to meeting federal school improvement planning
requirements (for CSI, TSI, and ATSI), please contact the CDE’s School Improvement and Support
Office at SISO@cde.ca.gov.

Purpose and Description
Schools identified for Comprehensive Support and Improvement (CSI), Targeted Support and
Improvement (TSI), or Additional Targeted Support and Improvement (ATSI) must respond to the
following prompts. A school that has not been identified for CSI, TSI, or ATSI may delete the Purpose
and Description prompts.

Purpose
Briefly describe the purpose of this plan by selecting from Schoolwide Program, Comprehensive
Support and Improvement, Targeted Support and Improvement, or Additional Targeted Support and
Improvement)

Description
Briefly describe the school’s plan for effectively meeting ESSA requirements in alignment with the
Local Control and Accountability Plan and other federal, state, and local programs.

Stakeholder Involvement
Meaningful involvement of parents, students, and other stakeholders is critical to the development of
the SPSA and the budget process. Schools must share the SPSA with school site-level advisory
groups, as applicable (e.g., English Learner Advisory committee, student advisory groups, tribes and
tribal organizations present in the community, as appropriate, etc.) and seek input from these
advisory groups in the development of the SPSA.
The Stakeholder Engagement process is an ongoing, annual process. Describe the process used to
involve advisory committees, parents, students, school faculty and staff, and the community in the
development of the SPSA and the annual review and update.
[This section meets the requirements for TSI and ATSI.]
[When completing this section for CSI, the LEA shall partner with the school in the development and
implementation of this plan.]

Resource Inequities
Schools eligible for CSI or ATSI must identify resource inequities, which may include a review of LEAand school-level budgeting as a part of the required needs assessment. Identified resource inequities
must be addressed through implementation of the CSI or ATSI plan. Briefly identify and describe any
resource inequities identified as a result of the required needs assessment and summarize how the
identified resource inequities are addressed in the SPSA.
[This section meets the requirements for CSI and ATSI. If the school is not identified for CSI or ATSI
this section is not applicable and may be deleted.]
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Goals, Strategies, Expenditures, & Annual Review
In this section a school provides a description of the annual goals to be achieved by the school. This
section also includes descriptions of the specific planned strategies/activities a school will take to
meet the identified goals, and a description of the expenditures required to implement the specific
strategies and activities.

Goal
State the goal. A goal is a broad statement that describes the desired result to which all
strategies/activities are directed. A goal answers the question: What is the school seeking to achieve?
It can be helpful to use a framework for writing goals such the S.M.A.R.T. approach. A S.M.A.R.T.
goal is one that is Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time-bound. A level of specificity
is needed in order to measure performance relative to the goal as well as to assess whether it is
reasonably achievable. Including time constraints, such as milestone dates, ensures a realistic
approach that supports student success.
A school may number the goals using the “Goal #” for ease of reference.
[When completing this section for CSI, TSI, and ATSI, improvement goals shall align to the goals,
actions, and services in the LEA LCAP.]

Identified Need
Describe the basis for establishing the goal. The goal should be based upon an analysis of verifiable
state data, including local and state indicator data from the California School Dashboard (Dashboard)
and data from the School Accountability Report Card, including local data voluntarily collected by
districts to measure pupil achievement.
[Completing this section fully addresses all relevant federal planning requirements]

Annual Measurable Outcomes
Identify the metric(s) and/or state indicator(s) that the school will use as a means of evaluating
progress toward accomplishing the goal. A school may identify metrics for specific student groups.
Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with the metric or indicator available
at the time of adoption of the SPSA. The most recent data associated with a metric or indicator
includes data reported in the annual update of the SPSA. In the subsequent Expected Outcome
column, identify the progress the school intends to make in the coming year.
[When completing this section for CSI the school must include school-level metrics related to the
metrics that led to the school’s identification.]
[When completing this section for TSI/ATSI the school must include metrics related to the specific
student group(s) that led to the school’s identification.]

Strategies/Activities
Describe the strategies and activities being provided to meet the described goal. A school may
number the strategy/activity using the “Strategy/Activity #” for ease of reference.
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Planned strategies/activities address the findings of the needs assessment consistent with state
priorities and resource inequities, which may have been identified through a review of the local
educational agency’s budgeting, its local control and accountability plan, and school-level budgeting,
if applicable.
[When completing this section for CSI, TSI, and ATSI, this plan shall include evidence-based
interventions and align to the goals, actions, and services in the LEA LCAP.]
[When completing this section for CSI and ATSI, this plan shall address through implementation,
identified resource inequities, which may have been identified through a review of LEA- and schoollevel budgeting.]

Students to be Served by this Strategy/Activity
Indicate in this box which students will benefit from the strategies/activities by indicating “All Students”
or listing one or more specific student group(s) to be served.
[This section meets the requirements for CSI.]
[When completing this section for TSI and ATSI, at a minimum, the student groups to be served shall
include the student groups that are consistently underperforming, for which the school received the
TSI or ATSI designation. For TSI, a school may focus on all students or the student group(s) that led
to identification based on the evidence-based interventions selected.]

Proposed Expenditures for this Strategy/Activity
For each strategy/activity, list the amount(s) and funding source(s) for the proposed expenditures for
the school year to implement these strategies/activities. Specify the funding source(s) using one or
more of the following: LCFF, Federal (if Federal, identify the Title and Part, as applicable), Other
State, and/or Local.
Proposed expenditures that are included more than once in a SPSA should be indicated as a
duplicated expenditure and include a reference to the goal and strategy/activity where the
expenditure first appears in the SPSA. Pursuant to Education Code, Section 64001(g)(3)(C),
proposed expenditures, based on the projected resource allocation from the governing board or
governing body of the LEA, to address the findings of the needs assessment consistent with the state
priorities including identifying resource inequities which may include a review of the LEA’s budgeting,
its LCAP, and school-level budgeting, if applicable.
[This section meets the requirements for CSI, TSI, and ATSI.]
[NOTE: Federal funds for CSI shall not be used in schools identified for TSI or ATSI. In addition,
funds for CSI shall not be used to hire additional permanent staff.]

Annual Review
In the following Analysis prompts, identify any material differences between what was planned and
what actually occurred as well as significant changes in strategies/activities and/ or expenditures from
the prior year. This annual review and analysis should be the basis for decision-making and updates
to the plan.
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Analysis
Using actual outcome data, including state indicator data from the Dashboard, analyze whether the
planned strategies/activities were effective in achieving the goal. Respond to the prompts as
instructed. Respond to the following prompts relative to this goal. If the school is in the first year of
implementing the goal the Annual Review section is not required and this section may be deleted.
● Describe the overall implementation of the strategies/activities and the overall effectiveness of
the strategies/activities to achieve the articulated goal.
● Briefly describe any major differences between either/or the intended implementation or the
budgeted expenditures to implement the strategies/activities to meet the articulated goal.
● Describe any changes that will be made to the goal, expected annual measurable outcomes,
metrics/indicators, or strategies/activities to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the data provided in the Dashboard, as applicable. Identify where those changes
can be found in the SPSA.
[When completing this section for CSI, TSI, or ATSI, any changes made to the goals, annual
measurable outcomes, metrics/indicators, or strategies/activities, shall meet the CSI, TSI, or ATSI
planning requirements. CSI, TSI, and ATSI planning requirements are listed under each section of the
Instructions. For example, as a result of the Annual Review and Update, if changes are made to a
goal(s), see the Goal section for CSI, TSI, and ATSI planning requirements.]

Budget Summary
In this section a school provides a brief summary of the funding allocated to the school through the
ConApp and/or other funding sources as well as the total amount of funds for proposed expenditures
described in the SPSA. The Budget Summary is required for schools funded through the ConApp and
that receive federal funds for CSI. If the school is not operating a Title I schoolwide program this
section is not applicable and may be deleted.
From its total allocation for CSI, the LEA may distribute funds across its schools that meet the criteria
for CSI to support implementation of this plan. In addition, the LEA may retain a portion of its total
allocation to support LEA-level expenditures that are directly related to serving schools eligible for
CSI.

Budget Summary
A school receiving funds allocated through the ConApp should complete the Budget Summary as
follows:
● Total Funds Provided to the School Through the Consolidated Application: This amount is the
total amount of funding provided to the school through the ConApp for the school year. The
school year means the fiscal year for which a SPSA is adopted or updated.
● Total Funds Budgeted for Strategies to Meet the Goals in the SPSA: This amount is the total of
the proposed expenditures from all sources of funds associated with the strategies/activities
reflected in the SPSA. To the extent strategies/activities and/or proposed expenditures are
listed in the SPSA under more than one goal, the expenditures should be counted only once.
A school receiving federal funds for CSI should complete the Budget Summary as follows:
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● Total Federal Funds Provided to the School from the LEA for CSI: This amount is the total
amount of funding provided to the school from the LEA.
[NOTE: Federal funds for CSI shall not be used in schools eligible for TSI or ATSI. In addition, funds
for CSI shall not be used to hire additional permanent staff.]
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Appendix A: Plan Requirements
Schoolwide Program Requirements
This School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) template meets the requirements of a schoolwide
program plan. The requirements below are for planning reference.
A school that operates a schoolwide program and receives funds allocated through the ConApp is
required to develop a SPSA. The SPSA, including proposed expenditures of funds allocated to the
school through the ConApp, must be reviewed annually and updated by the SSC. The content of a
SPSA must be aligned with school goals for improving student achievement.

Requirements for Development of the Plan
I. The development of the SPSA shall include both of the following actions:
A. Administration of a comprehensive needs assessment that forms the basis of the school’s
goals contained in the SPSA.
1. The comprehensive needs assessment of the entire school shall:
a. Include an analysis of verifiable state data, consistent with all state priorities as
noted in Sections 52060 and 52066, and informed by all indicators described in
Section 1111(c)(4)(B) of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act, including pupil
performance against state-determined long-term goals. The school may include data
voluntarily developed by districts to measure pupil outcomes (described in the
Identified Need); and
b. Be based on academic achievement information about all students in the school,
including all groups under §200.13(b)(7) and migratory children as defined in section
1309(2) of the ESEA, relative to the State's academic standards under §200.1 to—
i.

Help the school understand the subjects and skills for which teaching and
learning need to be improved; and

ii. Identify the specific academic needs of students and groups of students who are
not yet achieving the State's academic standards; and
iii. Assess the needs of the school relative to each of the components of the
schoolwide program under §200.28.
iv. Develop the comprehensive needs assessment with the participation of
individuals who will carry out the schoolwide program plan.
v. Document how it conducted the needs assessment, the results it obtained, and
the conclusions it drew from those results.
B. Identification of the process for evaluating and monitoring the implementation of the SPSA
and progress towards accomplishing the goals set forth in the SPSA (described in the
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes and Annual Review and Update).

Requirements for the Plan
II. The SPSA shall include the following:
A. Goals set to improve pupil outcomes, including addressing the needs of student groups as
identified through the needs assessment.
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B. Evidence-based strategies, actions, or services (described in Strategies and Activities)
1. A description of the strategies that the school will be implementing to address school
needs, including a description of how such strategies will-a. provide opportunities for all children including each of the subgroups of students to
meet the challenging state academic standards
b. use methods and instructional strategies that:
i.

strengthen the academic program in the school,

ii. increase the amount and quality of learning time, and
iii. provide an enriched and accelerated curriculum, which may include programs,
activities, and courses necessary to provide a well-rounded education.
c. Address the needs of all children in the school, but particularly the needs of those at
risk of not meeting the challenging State academic standards, so that all students
demonstrate at least proficiency on the State’s academic standards through
activities which may include:
i.

strategies to improve students’ skills outside the academic subject areas;

ii. preparation for and awareness of opportunities for postsecondary education and
the workforce;
iii. implementation of a schoolwide tiered model to prevent and address problem
behavior;
iv. professional development and other activities for teachers, paraprofessionals,
and other school personnel to improve instruction and use of data; and
v. strategies for assisting preschool children in the transition from early childhood
education programs to local elementary school programs.
C. Proposed expenditures, based on the projected resource allocation from the governing
board or body of the local educational agency (may include funds allocated via the
ConApp, federal funds for CSI, any other state or local funds allocated to the school), to
address the findings of the needs assessment consistent with the state priorities, including
identifying resource inequities, which may include a review of the LEAs budgeting, it’s
LCAP, and school-level budgeting, if applicable (described in Proposed Expenditures and
Budget Summary). Employees of the schoolwide program may be deemed funded by a
single cost objective.
D. A description of how the school will determine if school needs have been met (described in
the Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes and the Annual Review and Update).
1. Annually evaluate the implementation of, and results achieved by, the schoolwide
program, using data from the State's annual assessments and other indicators of
academic achievement;
2. Determine whether the schoolwide program has been effective in increasing the
achievement of students in meeting the State's academic standards, particularly for
those students who had been furthest from achieving the standards; and
3. Revise the plan, as necessary, based on the results of the evaluation, to ensure
continuous improvement of students in the schoolwide program.
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E. A description of how the school will ensure parental involvement in the planning, review,
and improvement of the schoolwide program plan (described in Stakeholder Involvement
and/or Strategies/Activities).
F. A description of the activities the school will include to ensure that students who experience
difficulty attaining proficient or advanced levels of academic achievement standards will be
provided with effective, timely additional support, including measures to
1. Ensure that those students' difficulties are identified on a timely basis; and
2. Provide sufficient information on which to base effective assistance to those students.
G. For an elementary school, a description of how the school will assist preschool students in
the successful transition from early childhood programs to the school.
H. A description of how the school will use resources to carry out these components
(described in the Proposed Expenditures for Strategies/Activities).
I. A description of any other activities and objectives as established by the SSC (described in
the Strategies/Activities).
Authority Cited: S Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations (34 CFR), sections 200.25-26, and
200.29, and sections-1114(b)(7)(A)(i)-(iii) and 1118(b) of the ESEA. EC sections 6400 et. seq.
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Appendix B:
Plan Requirements for School to Meet Federal School Improvement Planning
Requirements
For questions or technical assistance related to meeting Federal School Improvement Planning
Requirements, please contact the CDE’s School Improvement and Support Office at
SISO@cde.ca.gov.

Comprehensive Support and Improvement
The LEA shall partner with stakeholders (including principals and other school leaders, teachers, and
parents) to locally develop and implement the CSI plan for the school to improve student outcomes,
and specifically address the metrics that led to eligibility for CSI (Stakeholder Involvement).
The CSI plan shall:
1. Be informed by all state indicators, including student performance against state-determined
long-term goals (Goal, Identified Need, Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes, Annual
Review and Update, as applicable);
2. Include evidence-based interventions (Strategies/Activities, Annual Review and Update, as
applicable) (For resources related to evidence-based interventions, see the U.S. Department
of Education’s “Using Evidence to Strengthen Education Investments” at
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/guidanceuseseinvestment.pdf);
3. Be based on a school-level needs assessment (Goal, Identified Need, Expected Annual
Measurable Outcomes, Annual Review and Update, as applicable); and
4. Identify resource inequities, which may include a review of LEA- and school-level budgeting, to
be addressed through implementation of the CSI plan (Goal, Identified Need, Expected Annual
Measurable Outcomes, Planned Strategies/Activities; and Annual Review and Update, as
applicable).
Authority Cited: Sections 1003(e)(1)(A), 1003(i), 1111(c)(4)(B), and 1111(d)(1) of the ESSA.

Targeted Support and Improvement
In partnership with stakeholders (including principals and other school leaders, teachers, and parents)
the school shall develop and implement a school-level TSI plan to improve student outcomes for each
subgroup of students that was the subject of identification (Stakeholder Involvement).
The TSI plan shall:
1. Be informed by all state indicators, including student performance against state-determined
long-term goals (Goal, Identified Need, Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes, Annual
Review and Update, as applicable); and
2. Include evidence-based interventions (Planned Strategies/Activities, Annual Review and
Update, as applicable). (For resources related to evidence-based interventions, see the U.S.
Department of Education’s “Using Evidence to Strengthen Education Investments”
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/guidanceuseseinvestment.pdf.)
Authority Cited: Sections 1003(e)(1)(B), 1003(i), 1111(c)(4)(B) and 1111(d)(2) of the ESSA.
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Additional Targeted Support and Improvement
A school identified for ATSI shall:
1. Identify resource inequities, which may include a review of LEA- and school-level budgeting,
which will be addressed through implementation of its TSI plan (Goal, Identified Need,
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes, Planned Strategies/Activities, and Annual Review
and Update, as applicable).
Authority Cited: Sections 1003(e)(1)(B), 1003(i), 1111(c)(4)(B), and 1111(d)(2)(c) of the ESSA.

Single School Districts and Charter Schools Identified for School Improvement
Single school districts (SSDs) or charter schools that are identified for CSI, TSI, or ATSI, shall
develop a SPSA that addresses the applicable requirements above as a condition of receiving funds
(EC Section 64001[a] as amended by Assembly Bill [AB] 716, effective January 1, 2019).
However, a SSD or a charter school may streamline the process by combining state and federal
requirements into one document which may include the local control and accountability plan (LCAP)
and all federal planning requirements, provided that the combined plan is able to demonstrate that the
legal requirements for each of the plans is met (EC Section 52062[a] as amended by AB 716,
effective January 1, 2019).
Planning requirements for single school districts and charter schools choosing to exercise this option
are available in the LCAP Instructions.
Authority Cited: EC sections 52062(a) and 64001(a), both as amended by AB 716, effective January
1, 2019.
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Appendix C: Select State and Federal Programs
For a list of active programs, please see the following links:
Programs included on the Consolidated Application: https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/co/
ESSA Title I, Part A: School Improvement: https://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/sw/t1/schoolsupport.asp
Available Funding: https://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/fo/af/
Developed by the California Department of Education, January 2019
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